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1. abbreviate (bir kelimeyi veya bir 
yazıyı) kısaltmak  
= shorten

• He abbreviated his first name to Alec.

2. abduct bir kişiyi kaçırmak  
= kidnap 

• The man was accused of abducting 
the little girl.

3. abnormal garip, normalden farklı
• My sister has an abnormal fear of 

dogs.

4. abolish (bir sistemi veya 
uygulamayı) resmi olarak 
sonlandırmak, terketmek

• Many people are against abolishing 
the death penalty.

5. abort (bir süreci, planı 
veya aktiviteyi henüz 
tamamlanmadan) 
durdurmak = stop

• The soldiers were told to abort the 
mission.

6. abrupt ani = sudden
• Her plan to live abroad came to an 

abrupt end when she got pregnant.

7. absence (bir yerde) bulunmama, 
mevcut olmama   
X presence 

• Many people wanted to see you 
during your absence.

8. absolutely tamamen
• You were absolutely right when you 

objected to the plan.
• There is absolutely no difference 

between these two ideas.

9. absorb emmek, içine almak 
• Plants absorb carbon dioxide from 

the air and moisture from the soil.

10. abstain (from) yapmamak, 
yapmaktan kaçınmak 

• His doctor told him to abstain from 
drinking and smoking.

11. abstract soyut, gerçek olaylara 
veya şeylere dayanmayan 
= theoretical

• It is not easy to agree on abstract 
principles such as justice.

12. abundant büyük miktarda = plentiful
• Birds are abundant in this region 

especially in summer.

13. abusively kötü ve şiddet içeren bir 
şekilde

• He behaved abusively towards his 
wife and children.

  kaba ve aşağılayıcı bir 
şekilde

• The caregiver was accused of not 
adequately feeding the old man and 
speaking abusively to him.

14. acclaim alkışlamak; (birisinin 
başarısını) coşkuyla kabul 
etmek

• They acclaimed him as the best 
writer of the year.

15. accumulate birik(tir)mek, art(ır)mak  
= gather

• In men, fat tends to accumulate 
around the inner organs of the 
abdomen.
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287. unbearable dayanılmaz, katlanılmaz 
 = intolerable

• The war made life almost unbearable 
for the civilians.

288. vacant boş, gereksiz, 
kullanılmayan; ifadesiz

• Is this seat vacant?
• The post of chairman has been 

vacant for some time.
• She had a kind of vacant look on her 

face.
• I hope we can find a vacant room at 

this hotel.

289. vaccinate (against) aşılamak
• Have you had your child vaccinated 

against the measles?

290. vague belli belirsiz
• I could see some vague shapes 

coming towards us.
  anlaşılmaz, net olmayan

• Our holiday plans are still vague.

291. vain kibirli
• I think he is shallow, vain and 

untrustworthy.
  boş, sonuçsuz, faydasız  

= fruitless
• We worked all night in a vain attempt 

to finish the report.
 

292. validate (özellikle yasal olarak) 
geçerli kılmak

• This discovery seems to validate the 
claims of popular astrology.

293. value değer, kıymet, yararlı nitelik
• You will find this map of great value.

  değer biçmek
• Without art auctions, it would be very 

difficult to value art.

294. wage ücret
• What is your weekly wage? 

295. waist bel; (bir giyside) bel kesimi
• Excess weight around the waist may 

increase death risk.

296. wander amaçsız gezmek, başı boş 
dolaşmak

• Nomadic tribes wander these 
deserts.

297. ward (hastaneler için) koğuş
• The man was admitted to the 

emergency ward with a wound in his 
chest.

298. warden yönetici, sorumlu kişi
• A new warden took over the prison.

299. warrant yetki, arama veya 
tutuklama izni

• Police confirmed that they had 
issued a warrant for his arrest.

300. wonder merak etmek
• I wonder what you are doing now.

  harika
• Egypitian Pyramids are among the 

seven wonders of the world.
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1. abbreviate

2. abduct

3. abnormal

4. abolish

5. abort

6. abrupt

7. absence

8. absolutely

9. absorb

10. abstain

11. abstract

12. abundant

13. abusively

14. acclaim

15. accumulate

16. ammunition

17. bachelor

18. background

19. bail

20. bake

21. balance

22. bald

23. ban

24. band

25. bandit

26. calamity

27. calculate

28. calf

29. can

30. cancellation

31. candid

32. candidate

33. capable

34. capital

35. capsize

36. captivity

37. capture

38. cawwreer

39. carriage

40. cartoon

41. carve

42. case

43. cast

44. casual

45. casualty

46. catastrophe

47. cautious

48. cease

49. celebrity

50. cell

SESSION 1 PART 1
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Session 1-Part 1

VOCABULARY STUDIES - 1

A. Match the words with their defi nitions. 

1. abduct ____ a. a sealed container for food, beverages, etc.
2. bachelor ____ b. to examine and control the content of a book, movie, etc.
3. case ____ c. money or property that is used to start or operate a 

business
4. can ____ d. a man who is not married
5. bail ____ e. to stop something before it is completed because of 

problems or danger
6. capital ____ f. when money is paid to a court so that someone can be 

released from prison until their trial
7. bald ____ g. to take (someone) away from a place by force
8. abort ____ h. a group formed to play music
9. censor ____ i. a box or container to hold something
10. band ____ j. having no hair or very little hair on the head
 

B. Complete each sentence with one of the words from the box.

abbreviate abnormal calculate cemetery catastrophe

captivity balance background candidate carriage

1. A(n) __________________ check can be of much help, if you want to hire a 
stranger as a babysitter.

2. We often tend to __________________ years in the process of writing by using an 
apostrophe.

3. A train __________________ used by the royal family on their Tasmanian visits has 
been restored for public display.

4. Some exercise machines can __________________ heart rate although it is 
sometimes inaccurate.

5. A cover letter is an important document that is usually written by a(n) 
__________________ applying for a job.

6. Every change in the weather and every natural __________________ are blamed 
on the global warming.

7. Foetal distress is a term used to describe any __________________ condition of a 
foetus.

8. Healthy diet, regular exercise and good eating and sleeping habits can promote 
hormonal __________________.

9. The marine mammals most commonly bred in __________________ are not 
considered threatened or endangered.

10. Roger works at a(n) __________________, cleaning the graves as a 
groundskeeper.
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Session 1-Part 5

G. Complete the sentences with the help of the letters given. 

1. An example of s________________ is good mental health with a state of calmness 
and reason.

2. The girls bumped into each other r________________ at the coffee shop.
3. It is better to s________________ some small pieces, like pawns in chess, to gain 

advantage over your rival.
4. R________________ cars have always managed to amaze us with their super 

speeds and sleek looks.
5. The police shot the man with a tranquilizer and he hit the ground like a 

s________________ of potatoes.
6. First German air r________________ on Britain in WWI was on November 28, 

1916.
7. The decomposition of dead materials is important to the r________________ as 

plants depend on mineral nutrients.
8. A blood s________________ can be drawn by needle from a vein in the arm.
9. To become certifi ed, you must q________________ and take an examination at 

one of their nation-wide testing centres.
10. About a century ago, r________________ was one of the most dreaded diseases 

that had no treatment.
11. Before invading Iraq, the US imposed a s________________ on the country, 

refusing to supply the country with much-needed trade items.
12. Adjustment of the s________________ is essential to have a comfortable cycling 

session.
13. The holding capacity of this plate r________________ could easily make it a 

beloved fi xture in your kitchen.
14. R________________ poison contains a blood thinner compound, which can prove 

to be lethal.
15. It is benefi cial to quit smoking and alcohol for the s________________ of your skin.

H. Write the correct prepositions in the following sentences.

1. I have a great deal of rage ________________ parents who beat their kids.
2. Green was sacred ________________ the Egyptians, so temple fl oors were often 

painted in green.
3. Sites like eBay always have sellers that put their own used outfi ts 

________________ sale.
4. A high frequency generator facilitates an arc formation by creating a path 

________________ a shielding gas.
5. A louse’s lifespan usually ranges ________________ approximately 40 to 50 days.
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Session 1-Part 1

VOCABULARY STUDIES - 1

251. satisfactory

252. savage

253. savings

254. savoury

255. saw

256. saying

257. scale

258. scan

259. scar

260. scarcity

261. scare

262. scarf

263. scarlet

264. scatter

265. scavenger

266. scene

267. scenery

268. scenic

269. scented

270. tackle

271. tactile

272. tactless

273. tag

274. tail

275. tailor

276. tale

277. talent

278. tame

279. tangible

280. tap

281. target

282. task

283. tattoo

284. ultimately

285. ultimatum

286. unanimous

287. unbearable

288. vacant

289. vaccinate

290. vague

291. vain

292. validate

293. value

294. wage

295. waist

296. wander

297. ward

298. warden

299. warrant

300. wonder

SESSION 1 PART 6
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Session 1-Part 6

C. Complete each sentence with one of the words from the box.

scenic warrant validate tactile tale

 tame savage warden vague task

1. My father used to be the ________________ of a prison in another city.
2. Psychometric testing method helps psychologists confi rm diagnosis and 

________________ their treatment to ensure quick recovery.
3. Some people take anger management courses to learn to ________________ their 

tempers.
4. Sustained focus on a challenging ________________ can be very hard for most 

students to hold.
5. The Pyramid of Cheops and the Great Wall of China are two of the most 

________________ landmarks in the world.
6. Alcoholic liver disease symptoms can be ________________, especially in the 

early stage of the disease.
7. A person uses his ________________ sense whenever he touches anything.
8. An arrest ________________ is issued by a judge, which authorizes the arrest and 

detention of an individual.
9. People in the area, especially the elderly, worried about a ________________ killer 

wandering around.
10. A fairy ________________ is a type of short story that typically features folkloric 

fantasy characters, such as elves, trolls or dwarves.

D. Complete each sentence with correct form of the given word. 

1. There are some food items that ________________ hunger better than others, and 
these are the keys to losing weight with decreased appetite. (satisfactory)

2. The ________________ goal of the chess is to checkmate the opponent’s king. 
(ultimately)

3. They might have a ________________ in their company which you can probably fi ll. 
(vacant)

4. Leonardo da Vinci was a truly ________________ artist of the renaissance period. 
(talent)

5. Road reports are sure to provide ________________ information to drivers. (value)
6. If you want to protect yourself from catching the measles, you will need to have a 

________________. (vaccinate)
7. A leader surely has to be ________________ in solving professional problems at 

the workplace. (tactless)
8. He had quit high school a few weeks before graduation because classes became 

________________ tedious. (unbearable)
9. Even if you know you’re a great poet, you may still long for the ________________ 

of being awarded a literary prize. (validate)
10. The medical team brought ________________ drugs and sterile medical equipment 

which helped prevent tetanus. (scarcity)
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  1.- 50. sorularda, verilen cümlede 
boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen 
sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1.  My grandmother used to have a 
small ---- that none of us was allowed 
to touch but after her death, we 
found out that it was full of nothing 
but paper scraps.

A)  allowance          B)  case
C)  ingredient          D)  reliance
       E)  tide

2.  Technology procedures to minimise 
the risk of environmental damage, 
and to cope with and clean up after 
environmental catastrophes, do 
not appear to have kept   ---- with 
extraction technology. 

A)  pace  B)  epic
C)  allegation  D)  fi st
  E)  plot

3.  The list of priority species in many 
countries identifi es those which 
need conservation action because of 
their decline, ---- and importance.

A)  meridian  B)  alienation
C)  legislation  D)  adventure
  E)  rarity

4.  People with mild ---- have some 
diffi culty following speech, mainly in 
noisy situations but those suffering 
from moderate cases have diffi culty 
following speech without a hearing 
aid.

A)  device  B)  alternation
C)  snack  D)  deafness
   E)  operation

5.  Phylogenetic studies published in 
the last ---- have helped reshape the 
classifi cation of Kingdom Fungi, 
which is divided into  subkingdoms.

A)  decade  B)  equilibrium
C)  devastation D)  alibi
       E)  plantation

6.  The police thoroughly inspected the 
crime ---- but unfortunately they were 
unable to fi nd a sign of fi nger prints 
or any other trace as to the murder.

A)  scene  B)  size
C)  injury  D)  mercy
  E)  determination

7.  The ---- of their vacation due to the 
economic grounds frustrated John 
so much that he completely lacked  
motivation when he started to work.

A)  equipment  B)  merit
C)  heir  D)  verifi cation
  E)  cancellation

8.  People should understand the fact 
that language learning, like maths, is 
a matter of ---- so it is quite normal 
if one fails to do it well even after 
years.

A)  release  B)  negotiation
C)  capability  D)  legislation
  E)  allegation 

9.  ---- at work is a must that all 
employers have to provide their 
workers with.

A)  Safety  B)  Remnant
C)  Alibi  D)  Heritage
  E)  Opinion

SESSION 1  TEST 1
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Session 1 - Test 3

40.  It is not convenient to speak ---- 
wherever we are; that is, we have to 
be careful to pick up the right words 
in the right time.

A)  sparsely  B)  peacefully
C)  casually  D)  morally
  E)  horribly

41.  Jason was ---- in shock when he 
learnt that he was the only one to 
have been given the sack despite his 
qualifi cations.

A)  absolutely  B)  sparsely
C)  manually  D)  proportionally
  E)  rapidly

42.  The concussion he had after the 
accident was so bad that George ---- 
remembered what had happened to 
him.

A)  reversibly  B)  substantially
C)  coherently  D)  vaguely
  E)  permissively

43.  During the ceremony, to thank a 
group of ladies for their effort in the 
charity, the director said that they 
helped the children to be educated in 
schools ----.

A)  vainly  B)  invaluably
C)  implicitly  D)  shyly
  E)  remotely

44.  With the coming of a new manager 
to our company, all the system was 
altered ---- so most of us found it 
hard to adapt ourselves into the new 
changes.

A)  radically  B)  snobbishly
C)  maturely  D)  contagiously
  E)  familiarly

45.  My dog has been trained so well that 
whatever I order him to do, he does it 
----.

A)  mercilessly  B)  reticently
C)  obediently  D)  futilely
  E)  conclusively

46.  In Romeo and Juliet, the protagonists 
were so ---- in love with each other 
that they killed themselves without 
a moment of hesitation rather than 
living apart.

A)  faithfully  B)  vulgarly
C)  divisibly  D)  discriminately
  E)  chaotically

47.  Although Susan was a new comer to 
our classroom, she ---- studied and 
caught up with what she had missed 
before she came.

A)  complementarily B)  populously
C)  presently  D)  contagiously
  E)  eagerly

48.  When I fi rst started working for the 
company, I was feeling inhibited but 
as the people working there treated 
me ----, I felt as if I had been working 
there for years. 

A)  negligibly  B)  earnestly
C)  clumsily  D)  gloriously
  E)  hideously

49.  The British almost always talk to 
each other ----, which is a bit unusual 
for some cultures who act without 
restraint.  

A)  indecisively B)  tactfully
C)  affl uently  D)  allegedly
  E)  susceptibly

50.  Ordinary citizens across the world 
walk ---- in the streets of major cities, 
while the terrorists themselves are 
like phantoms, everywhere and 
nowhere at the same time.

A)  unsafely  B)  illegibly
C)  intently  D)  immensely
  E)  constantly
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286. unconscious baygın, kendinde değil 
X conscious 

• By the time the ambulance arrived 
he was unconscious.

 287. uncover meydana çıkarmak
• Archaeologists have uncovered an 

11,700-year-old human skeleton in 
Alaska.

• The detectives said they had 
uncovered evidence of fraud.

288. underestimate küçümsemek, hafife 
almak

• You should never underestimate 
what you can learn from children.

289. undergo yaşamak, maruz kalmak, 
başından geçmek

• New recruits will undergo a two-week 
training.

 

290. variable değişken
• The weather in this region is quite 

variable.

291. varied çeşitli, çeşitlilik gösteren
• The work of an English teacher is 

interesting and varied.

292. variety değişiklik, çeşitlilik  
=  diversity

• The island offers such a wide variety 
of scenery and wildlife.

• People change their mind for a 
variety of reasons.

 

293. various çeşitli 
• I have decided to quit my job for 

various reasons.

294. warrior savaşçı 
• A samurai was a Japanese warrior 

who was a member of the feudal 
military aristocracy.

295. wary ihtiyatlı, uyanık
• You must teach your children to be 

wary of strangers.

296. waste boşa harcama; atık; boşa 
harcamak 

• I think that is a total waste of money.
• A lot of household waste can be 

recycled.
• You should not waste the chance 

you have been given.

297. watchful uyanık, tetikte
• You must be watchful and see the 

family doctor for any change in your 
normal health.

298. wear giymek, takmak 
• He was wearing a brown jacket.
• I always wear contact lenses.

  yıpratmak, aşındırmak; 
eskimek

• Her shoes were worn down at the 
heels.

299. weave dokumak, örmek
• She is really fond of weaving 

baskets.

300. wed evlenmek =  marry
• They wed late at night in front of a 

few guests.
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251. scuba

252. sculptor

253. sculpture

254. seat

255. secluded

256. second

257. secondary

258. secrecy

259. secrete

260. secretly

261. section

262. secular

263. secure

264. sedentary

265. sediment

266. seduce

267. seductive

268. seed

269. seek

270. segregation

271. stern

272. tax

273. tear

274. tease

275. tediously

276. teetotal

277. temperament

278. temperate

279. temple

280. temporary

281. temptation

282. tenant

283. tend

284. tenderly

285. tissue

286. unconscious

287. uncover

288. underestimate

289. undergo

290. variable

291. varied

292. variety

293. various

294. vicious

295. warrior

296. wary

297. waste

298. watchful

299. weave

300. wed

SESSION 2 PART 6
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Session 2-Part 6

E. Underline the correct word in each sentence. 

1. About 100 people who survived the atomic bombings of Japan in WWII will 
underestimate / undergo medical testing to see how they’re doing 70 years later.

2. Meniscus seeds / tears can occur in people related to sports and can also occur in 
the old due to aging.

3. Scientists are of the opinion that one of the causes of the obesity is our secondary / 
sedentary lifestyle.

4. Having tenants / warriors may not be a pleasant experience for all landlords.
5. Digestive enzymes are secreted / uncovered by the body that helps in digestion of 

food.
6. Protecting your child from seducing / teasing and bullying is absolutely essential 

for the development of the child’s confi dence and esteem.
7. Some feel having section / variety in life is much more exciting than doing the 

same routine day in and day out.
8. Michelangelo was a sculpture / sculptor, painter and architect of the post Italian 

Renaissance period.
9. At watchful / various times, he was reported to have virtual control over the 

international markets 
10. Our research is focussed on the study of sediment / temperament and fossil 

archives using complimentary techniques.
11. Anger control exercises are very important, for those who fi nd it diffi cult to control 

their temple / temper.
12. Temperate / Temporary tattoos generally fade away within a couple of days, while 

the permanent ones require special treatments for removal.
13. The nomadic tribes used to weave / wear carpets from wool reared from their 

herds.
14. I’ve been teetotal / secular for seven years now and feel healthier and more 

energetic.
15. Tending / Seeking a donation for raising funds for some cause is always a 

challenging task.

F. Choose the synonyms of the words.

1. secluded
 A)  isolated B)  applied C)  refi ned D)  restricted

2. various
 A)  elegant B)  abusive C)  diverse D)  slothful

3. temporary
 A)  equivalent B)  impermanent C)  gigantic D)  obedient

4. secure
 A)  tame B)  high C)  safe D)  rude

5. tediously
 A)  incredibly B)  consequently C)  intimately D)  monotonously
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  1.- 50. sorularda, verilen cümlede 
boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen 
sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1.   Wedge Island is located in a ---- spot 
on the Indian Ocean coastline off 
Australia. The people there live a 
simple life and visitors come for a 
serene beach holiday.

A)  successive B)  undoubted
C)  secluded  D)  alleged
  E)  mutual

2.  Environmentalist David Bellamy 
is ---- of man’s infl uence on global 
warming and he believes rising 
temperatures are part of the Earth’s 
natural cycles.

A)  illegible  B)  absolute
C)  remedial  D)  sceptical
  E)  scenic

3.  Some Northern European and Asian 
birds seasonally migrate to warmer 
places, while others are ---- and do 
not make such migrations. 

A)  respective B)  sedentary
C)  tangible  D)  available
  E)  rough

4.  The number of women principals in 
---- schools in Turkey has doubled in 
a decade, which may contribute to 
the education a lot due to females’ 
motherly feelings. 

A)  short  B)  latter
C)  slender  D)  elementary
  E)  explicit

5.  Harmful human infl uence on the 
global climate needs strong ---- 
action to limit emissions of climate-
altering gases around the world, 
including the creation of a carbon 
pricing system.

A)  weird  B)  prior
C)  immediate D)  reluctant
  E)  plain

6.  Since the Islamic Revolution, the 
substantial portion of Iran’s political 
class has been following a view that 
eliminates ---- voices.

A)  secular  B)  costly
C)  lengthy  D)  precise
  E)  adequate

7.  I believe an activity designed to 
infl ict pain or injury on another, 
no matter what aim it has, is one I 
cannot professionally monitor on 
ethical and ---- grounds.

A)  trivial  B)  alternate
C)  fortunate  D)  numerous
  E)  moral

8.  If you are on a diet, some crunch-
bars with low calorie sold in 
supermarkets are pretty ---- to have 
around in a kitchen for a quick burst 
of energy when you feel hungry and 
want to eat something. 

A)  voluntary  B)  considerate
C)  witty  D)  slim
  E)  handy

9.  Recently many schools have started 
to develop ---- ways of including 
young people and the teachers 
interacting with each other so most 
of the education is not teacher-
oriented any more.

A)  imaginative B)  fussy
C)  severe  D)  tiresome
  E)  vacant
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31.  The ministers of the government 
---- to think that economic problems 
can be solved by increasing taxes 
that public are to pay and cutting 
spending that they don’t benefi t 
from.

A)  confess  B)  appoint
C)  donate  D)  tend
  E)  cancel

32.  ---- now accounts for just 14% of the 
UK’s jobs and as living standards 
rise, the amount the British spend 
on such goods takes an ever-
smaller bite of their pay packets.

A)  Manufacturing B)  Dwelling
C)  Reducing  D)  Reaching
  E)  Accompanying

33.  Toyota has ---- more than 8 million 
of its cars across the world to have 
them rechecked because there is 
a claim that the accelerator pedal 
could stick on the way.

A)  eased  B)  convinced
C)  approached D)  recalled
  E)  inhaled

34.  When our skin itches, we like to 
---- it, but then our skin is more 
likely to become infected, in this 
case a course of antibiotics may be 
necessary.

A)  commit  B)  stir
C)  revive  D)  operate
  E)  scratch 

35.  Some offi cials ---- the horse racing 
industry last week for endangering 
thoroughbreds with lax drug 
policies and faulty breeding and 
called the authorities to put it an 
end. 

A)  matched  B)  scolded
C)  steered  D)  resembled
  E)  assumed

36.  Over the last few years, China has 
---- as the leading destination for 
manufacturing investments and 
purchasing orders by multinationals 
to a considerable extent.

A)  estimated  B)  guessed
C)  emerged  D)  published
  E)  frustrated

37.  Our fl at used to look over the sea 
but the medical centre built a few 
months ago there ---- our view 
almost completely.

A)  facilitated  B)  contributed
C)  obscured  D)  turned
  E)  belonged

38.  In 2003, some of America’s best 
known companies - Yahoo, Amazon, 
CNN - were ---- by hackers, bringing 
their websites to a grinding halt.

A)  excluded  B)  magnifi ed
C)  penetrated D)  evaluated
  E)  revolved

39.  A man was ---- with the Gucci 
shoplifting, and the police report 
states that he, at the time of his 
arrest, was found to also have a 
Polo jacket, worth $198 on him.

A)  endured  B)  enrolled
C)  sketched  D)  intruded
  E)  charged

40. Automakers are preparing to 
introduce sounds for their hybrid 
and electric cars in order to alert 
people to the vehicles’ presence 
because non electric cars on a 
roadway is ---- detectable by most 
visually impaired persons by the 
sound of the car.

A)  readily  B)  fussily
C)  hesitantly  D)  ignorantly
  E)  laboriously






